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Summary

Introduction: Back pain is a common global disorder and

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is one method of

assessing its cause. The lack of official and general clinical

guidelines is the cause of inadequate supervision of lumbar

MRI prescriptions. The goal of this research was to analyze

inappropriate lumbar MRI prescriptions and the resulting

economic burden on individuals.

Method: This is a descriptive‐analytical study carried out

on a sample of 614 patients who visited four hospitals in

Tehran. The appropriateness or inappropriateness of the

MRI prescriptions was determined using clinical guidelines

and a questionnaire based on previous studies. The eco-

nomic burden created by inappropriate prescriptions for

MRIs was determined after calculating the total direct and

indirect costs.

Findings: The total MRI prescription cost paid by the

study sample was $26 071, and the cost of inappropriate

prescriptions was $10 310. The MRI prescription rate had a

significant relationship with gender, age, education, employ-

ment, primary insurance type, and supplemental health

insurance.

Conclusion: The research findings revealed relatively high

rates of inappropriate MRI prescriptions in the private and
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public sectors. Hence, policymakers should design, create,

and develop clinical guidelines and enforce the policies

and rules to decrease inappropriate MRI prescriptions.

KEYWORDS

inappropriate prescription, economic burden, magnetic resonance

imaging, lumbar disorders
1 | INTRODUCTION

Access to essential, safe, and high‐quality medical technologies is a requirement for public health coverage,1 along

with the use of technological advances to improve health care and patient outcomes.2 However, the use of medical

technology is a major cause of the increase in health expenditure worldwide.1,3,4 Health expenditure is a current issue

in most countries, and health systems are fighting health care management challenges despite the shortage of finan-

cial resources. There is a need for cost regulating measures, equal access to cost‐effective beneficial treatments, and

support for innovation.5,6

Imaging technology assists physicians in making early diagnoses of diseases and prevents unnecessary invasive

treatment.7 However, such technologies are of concern to policymakers and planners because they impose heavy

expense on the health care system, the uncertainty about their effect on public health and their common applica-

tions.8 Recently, advanced imaging services and their costs have grown twice as fast as for other health care technol-

ogies, and this trend continues.9,10 Imaging services improve the safety, precision, and noninvasiveness of medical

measures despite their overuse. The overuse of imaging and the rapid growth of imaging costs are negative factors

along with inappropriate guidelines, incomplete documentation of patient imaging records (which necessitates

repeated testing), financial motives, defensive medicine, and erroneous patient preferences.11,12 This makes it a goal

in cost‐reduction plans. As a result, the analysis and understanding of the utilization pattern of diagnostic imaging

technology considerably affects health planning systems, especially in average‐ and low‐income countries.7 Studies

say that unnecessary utilization of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) varies from 10% to 50%.13 A large portion of

these are lumbar spine MRIs. For example, they make up almost one‐third of all MRIs in some Canadian cities.14

Back pain is a common disorder in all countries, regardless of income level or age group, from children to the

elderly.15 The disability and burden created by back pain are increasing despite the treatment and abundant health

care resources allocated to this condition.16 For instance, in 2017, back pain explained 7.61% of years lived with

disability (YLDs) and 2.59% of disability‐adjusted life years (DALYs) globally.17 The high prevalence and effect of this

problem have led to the rapid growth of diagnostic and therapeutic methods. Some lumbar imaging methods are

commonly used despite the lack of consensus over their use that includes uncertainty about their effectiveness,

safety, increased side effects, and abuse by service providers.18

The research results indicate that most patients suffering from back pain undergo routine imaging procedures

such as radiography, computed tomography (CT) scan, and MRI as part of early management plans. The American

College of Physicians and American Pain Society recommend imaging only for patients suffering from severe

disorders or progressive neurological disorders or patients with clinical symptoms and signs of severe background

conditions.19 The number of lumbar MRIs increased 307% in the Medicare system from 1995 to 2007. However,

the results from recent studies suggest that increased MRI use has not improved treatment outcomes.18

MRI was first used in 1991 in Iran. Thereafter, the distribution and utilization of MRI devices increased rapidly,20

although researchers have reported high levels of inappropriate use.22,21 Spine (55%), brain (25.5%), and knee (11.5%)

CT scans are the most common in Iran.21 Systematic reviews and meta‐analyses reflect a high incidence of back pain
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in Iran (50%‐75% in central, 51%‐94% in northern, 17%‐38% in southern, 66%‐79% in eastern, and 32%‐55% in

western Iran).22 Considering the high incidence of back pain and the number of inappropriate MRI prescriptions in

Iran, the present research analyzed inappropriate knee prescriptions and the resulting economic burden and identi-

fied the frequency of inappropriate and appropriate prescriptions according to clinical guidelines. The results could

help policymakers, insurance organizations, and MRI centers to control the MRI prescriptions and reduce costs.
2 | RESEARCH METHOD

The present descriptive‐analytic study was carried out on a population of all patients over the age of 17 years who

suffered from lumbar vertebrae disorders and visited one of two public or two private MRI centers affiliated with

Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences (Tehran, Iran) in 2018. A total of 614 patients were selected through

convenience sampling. Different research phases were employed.

The appropriateness of lumbar MRI prescriptions was assessed according to lumbar MRI indications introduced

by Salari et al20 based on globally approved clinical guidelines. A panel of neurosurgeons, orthopedists, radiologists,

physiatrists, and rheumatologists selected the best clinical scenarios for MRI prescriptions in accordance with the

Iranian health system. Data collection was carried by a clinical researcher who was trained for 2 weeks by an

orthopedist on the assessment of prescription appropriateness. Early assessment of appropriateness was carried

out by considering the patient's main complaint, physician's prescription, appropriateness scenario code in the clinical

guideline reference, interview with the patient, and the patient's medical record. According to the clinical guide

scenarios, inappropriate prescriptions were as follows:

• patients with chronic low back pain for more than 3 months, candidates for spinal surgery, those for which at

least 1 year has passed since the last lumbar MRI (without objective change in neurological signs);

• patients with subacute low back pain for more than 6 weeks, suspicion of cancer, failure to improve after

1 month, being over 50 years of age, MRI with or without contrast;

• traumatic acute disc herniation, traumatic cervical vertebrae, traumatic spine injury with low back pain, MRI

without contrast;

• unhealed osteoporotic vertebral compression fracture, MRI without contrast.

Appropriate prescriptions included the following:

• chronic low back pain for more than 3 months, candidate for spinal surgery and progressive (objective) neurolog-

ical signs, progressive changes in objective neurological findings, MRI without contrast;

• plain radiography OR clinical findings suggest new adverse effects of surgery, MRI without contrast;

• chronic low back pain for more than 3 months, suspicion of cancer, unexplained weight loss and failure to

improve after 1 month, MRI with or without contrast;

• subacute low back pain for more than 3 weeks, at least 6 weeks of medical or conservative treatment and spinal

infection with fever, needed to MRI without contrast;

• chronic low back pain for more than 3 months, suspected radiculopathy (weakness, sensory changes, leg pain and

discomfort), leg pain is greater than back pain and positive straight leg raising test of less than 45° or positive

crossed straight leg raising test, MRI without contrast.

An orthopedist analyzed the data and made a definitive assessment of the appropriateness or inappropriateness

of the prescriptions. The patient demographic information of age, gender, disease, and insurance type was derived

from the hospital information system (HIS) of the hospitals along with the cost data (service tariffs, patient
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expenditures, franchises, and insurance premiums). The information was completed and confirmed through

patient interviews, which also provided information on indirect patient costs such as for accommodation and food.

To determine the economic burden created by inappropriate MRI prescriptions (direct and indirect costs), the

number of inappropriate prescriptions was multiplied by the direct treatment costs (costs of services and franchises

paid by patient and insurance organizations) and indirect costs (costs of food, medication, accommodation,

and leave).
3 | FINDINGS

Information on 614 patients (314 from the private sector and 300 from the public sector) was used in the final

analysis. Of the total number of patients, 38% were aged between 46 and 60 years, 57.5% were women, 69% lacked

academic degrees, 62% were insured by the Social Security Organization, 40% were unemployed or housewives, and

35% were freelancers or had skilled occupations and 48% of patients had supplementary insurance.

The results showed that 56.7%, 39.7%, and 3.6% of total MRI prescriptions were appropriate, inappropriate, or

uncertain, respectively. The total MRI cost was $26 071, while the total cost of inappropriate prescriptions was

$10 310, including the costs paid by insurance organizations (38.8%), direct patient costs (39%), and indirect patient

costs (22.1%) (Table 1).

“Motor weakness or sensory loss in a radicular distribution” and “MRI without contrast for leg pain is greater than

back pain, pain present in nerve root distribution and positive straight” position accounted for the largest numbers of

appropriate MRI prescriptions, while “MRI without contrast, progressive motor weakness present” caused the

smallest number of appropriate MRI prescriptions. Moreover, “MRI without contrast, evaluation of posterior ligamen-

tous complexity of spine” contributed to the highest number of inappropriate MRI prescriptions, and “traumatic acute

disc herniation” caused the lowest rate of inappropriate MRI prescriptions (Table 2).

The MRI prescriptions had a significant relationship with gender (P = .002), age (P = .00), education (P = .007),

employment (P = .00), primary insurance type (P = .00), and supplementary insurance (P = .00). Women aged 46 to

60 years, literate participants lacking academic degrees, housewives and unemployed participants, and patients

covered by Social Security Organization received the highest number of lumbar MRI prescriptions. Orthopedists

prescribed significantly more lumbar MRIs than other specialists (P = .00) (Table 3).
4 | DISCUSSION

The goals of this study were to determine the number of inappropriate MRI prescriptions for lumbar vertebrae dis-

orders and calculate the resulting economic burden on public and private hospitals affiliated with Shahid Beheshti

University of Medical Sciences (Tehran, Iran). The research results indicated that 56.7%, 39.7%, and 3.6% of the

prescriptions were appropriate, inappropriate, and uncertain, respectively. Results from other studies confirmed

the inappropriate lumbar and knee MRI prescriptions in Iran.23,24 Studies previously conducted in Iran show that

the inappropriate lumbar MRI prescriptions varied from 2.6%24 to 80%25 and could be attributed to differences

in the clinical guidelines used, the prevalence of musculoskeletal disorders, and level of access to MRI centers in dif-

ferent parts of Iran.10 Mohammadi et al reported that private and public MRI centers accounted for approximately

20% and 30% of the inappropriate prescriptions, respectively.10 Vejdani et al reported that ethical hazards associated

with unnecessary use of MRI in private hospitals were approximately twice that for public hospitals and supplemen-

tary insurance was an important cause.23

Inappropriate prescriptions and unnecessary use of high‐tech imaging methods, especially MRI, is a problem in the

Iranian health system and in other developing26,27 and developed countries.28,29 Emery et al at Alberta University

Hospital reported that only 44.3% of the lumbar MRI prescriptions were appropriate.29 The results from a systematic

review mirrored the inappropriateness of 27.7% of lumbar MRI prescriptions.30
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ABLE 2 Highly frequent cases (outbreaks above 5%) of inappropriate and appropriate MRI prescriptions in the
ublic and private sectors

Appropriateness Guideline No. Guideline

Private Public

No. Percentage No. Percentage

Appropriate 2‐14 Motor weakness or sensory loss in a

radicular distribution, MRI without

contrast

‐ ‐ 33 11%

1‐14 Leg pain is > than back pain & pain

present in nerve root distribution

& positive straight leg raising test

<45° OR positive crossed straight

leg raising test, MRI without

contrast

37 11.7% 23 7.6%

1‐6 Progressive motor weakness

present, needed to MRI without

contrast

23 7% 23 7.6%

6‐4 Failure to improve after one month

& age over 50, needed to MRI

with contrast

‐ ‐ 19 6.3%

1‐3 Bilateral neurologic signs and

symptoms, needed to MRI

without contrast

34 10.8% ‐ ‐

1‐11 Progressive motor weakness

present, MRI without contrast

22 7% ‐ ‐

Inappropriate 114 traumatic spine injury with LBP

spine MRI without contrast

‐ ‐ 39 13%

100 Evaluation posterior ligamentous

complexity of spine in type B

(distruction) spine injuries

34 10.8% 31 10.3%

16‐2 At least 1 y since last lumbar MRI

(without objective change in

neurological signs

‐ ‐ 25 8.3%

98 Traumatic acute disc herniations. ‐ ‐ 17 5.6%

bbreviations: LBP, low back pain; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
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Reports indicate that numerous factors increase the unnecessary use of MRI, such as the noninvasiveness of MRI,

prevention of side effects of ionizing radiation, patient‐related causes (misadvising patients on the benefits of MRI

and their desire to know the cause of the pain), physician‐related reasons (fear of failing to diagnose severe abnor-

malities and inappropriate financial motives), and reasons linked to medical interactions (desire to convince patients

that their concerns and expectations are being taken into account).31

MRI costs totaled $26 071 with$ 10 310 incurred by inappropriate prescriptions. In addition, 38.8% of inappro-

priate prescription costs were paid by insurance organizations and 61.2% was paid by patients. Salari et al20 reported

that the estimated economic burden of 167 inappropriate prescriptions was $2095, and Sadeghi et al10 found that

the monthly cost of unnecessary MRIs was $6643. Diagnostic imaging and clinical intervention for back pain impose

a considerable economic burden on the health care systems of many countries,31 and the increased use of advanced

imaging procedures such as MRI has also increased concerted recent attempts at cost reduction.12 The rapid growth

of health expenditures in the past decade has been a major concern to Iranian health policymakers. Although numer-

ous factors have fueled this growth, the introduction and distribution of expensive technologies to diagnostic and

treatment centers are major causes.32 Studies have stressed the prevalence of new health technologies in the Iranian

health care market without official and systematic assessment.33,34



TABLE 3 Lumbar MRI prescriptions categorized by background and demographic factors in relation to total sample
size

Appropriate Inappropriate Uncertain

P value
Percentage
(Frequency)

Percentage
(Frequency)

Percentage
(Frequency)

Gender Female (195) 31.8% (107) 17.4% (16) 2.6% .002

Male (153) 24.9% (85) 13.8% (12) 2%

Age 30‐17 (33) 5% (25) 4% (2) 0% .00

45‐31 (104) 17% (63) 10% (5) 1%

46‐60 (130) 21% (93) 15% (10) 2%

61‐75 (59) 10% (50) 8% (4) 1%

76‐100 (22) 4% (13) 2% (1) 0%

Education Illiterate (22) 6.3% (19) 3.1% (2) 0.3% .007

Academic (85) 13.8% (57) 9.3% (3) 0.5%

Nonacademic (241) 39.3% (168) 27.4% (17) 2.8%

Employment Freelance/skilled occupations (119) 19% (87) 15% (10) 2% .00

Professional (10) 2% (3) 0% (0) 0%

Employee (44) 7% (36) 6% (3) 0%

Retired (26) 4% (15) 2% (1) 0%

Student (3) 0% (10) 2% (0) 0%

Housewife/unemployed (146) 24% (93) 15% (8) 1%

Insurance type Social security (219) 36% (87) 15% (6) 1% .00

Armed forces (81) 13% (3) 0% (13) 2%

Health insurance (15) 2% (36) 6% (1) 0%

Self‐insurance (10) 2% (15) 2% (1) 0%

Medical services (4) 1% (10) 2% (0) 0%

Others (19) 3% (93) 14% (1) 0%

Supplemental insurance Yes (165) 27% (412) 20% (12) 2% .00

No (183) 30% (012) 20% (10) 2%

Specialty Orthopedist (212) 35% (164) 27% (14) 2% .00

Neurologist (102) 17% (64) 10% (5) 1%

Neurosurgeon (18) 3% (9) 1% (2) 0%

Others (16) 3% (7) 1% (1) 0%
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In Iran, MRIs were first used in 1991. Thereafter, MRI devices were rapidly distributed and utilized. For instance,

over 200 requests for new MRI centers were submitted to the Ministry of Health and Medical Education in 2014, but

only 300 MRI devices were in operation in 2013 in the European Union, which includes more than 13 countries and

300 million residents.20

Given the evident relationship between the availability of imaging units and their use,35 excessive usage and pur-

chasing of MRI devices have caused uncontrollable growth of costs, jeopardized the economic welfare of patients,

affected the enforcement of health policies, increased patient costs, reduced patient satisfaction, increased physician

movements, and placed an additional economic burden on insurance organizations.36 The results from the present

study and other evidence indicate that it is vital to properly manage the use of this technology in Iran to prevent

the depletion of resources in the Iranian health system and lighten the unnecessary economic burden on patients

and insurance organizations.

There is ample evidence that inappropriate prescriptions are linked to the type of insurance contracts and

the public and private diagnostic and treatment centers. In other words, the Social Security Insurance group

had the highest number of inappropriate MRI prescriptions in the public sector, and other insurance organizations

had the highest number of inappropriate MRI prescriptions in the private sector. The role of supplementary insurance
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in a patient's choice and physician's prescription was analyzed and revealed that most inappropriate MRI prescrip-

tions in the private and public sectors are written for patients with supplemental insurance. Hence, policymakers

should focus on ethical hazards stemming from the use of supplementary insurance.37 For instance, the patient share

of costs can be increased to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the services. This intervention could reduce

the ethical hazards and requests made by individuals having supplementary insurance because of the additional

cost.20 It is possible for insurance organizations to reduce their economic burden and that of patients by providing

training and departments that supervise physician prescriptions in accordance with clinical guidelines.23

The results showed that individuals aged 46 to 60 years received most of the lumbar MRI prescriptions.

Moreover, back pain is prevalent among women and in the 40‐ to 80‐year age group globally.38 For instance, the

results of a literature review indicate that the prevalence of back pain in women was 1.31, 1.14, and 1.27 in the

6‐ to 19‐, 20‐ to 50‐, and over 50‐year age groups, respectively.39 Hence, educating and preventing lumbar vertebrae

disorders in women aged 46 to 60 years could be vital for reducing health expenditures.

The research results indicate that orthopedists wrote the largest number of inappropriate prescriptions.20 Palesh

et al indicated that over 88% of MRI prescriptions in Iran are written by neurologists, neurosurgeons, and orthope-

dists.21 Ebrahimipour also reported that general practitioners write more than one‐third of knee MRIs, which is not

in line with our findings.40 Policymakers must formulate policies to reduce inappropriate MRI prescriptions by the

medical community, especially among orthopedists. The guidelines must include educational programs for physicians,

and physician adherence to the guidelines must be monitored. An American study found that the lack of adherence to

MRI guidelines by physicians was linked to an increase in the high cost of outpatient services, hospitalization, and

nonmedical services.41 Moreover, clinical guidelines are among the key components of evidence‐based medicine.

By offering systematic suggestions to the physicians and patients, these guidelines can improve decisions about

special clinical conditions, thereby improving health and preventing additional costs.42

Policymakers also should set rules to decrease inappropriate prescriptions, and physicians should prescribe

cheaper diagnostic imaging services (such as X‐ray and ultrasonography) after physical examinations.20,24,29,43 The

results from one study indicated that a simple X‐ray imaging of the spine prior to CT scans and MRI reduced the

use of MRI by 60% resulting in a $777 282 million decrease in annual costs.44

The lack of official and public clinical guidelines in Iran was a constraint of this study. As a result, the nonofficial

clinical guideline designed in a previous study was used in this study.20 It is strongly recommended that the Ministry

of Health and Medical Education set up teams to develop and update the official clinical guidelines to reduce the

costs of inappropriate prescriptions and improve the effectiveness of services.

Analysis of the quality of examinations by physicians prior to diagnostic prescriptions should be improved and

their effect on inappropriate prescriptions should be studied. The causes of the demand should be identified and pri-

oritized, and inappropriate patient demand for prescriptions and the resulting economic burden should be considered.
5 | CONCLUSION

The goals of the current study were determining the rate of inappropriate MRI for lumbar vertebrae disorders and

calculating the resulting economic burden at imaging centers of teaching hospitals affiliated with Shahid Beheshti

University of Medical Sciences (Tehran, Iran) in 2018. The structure of the health system must minimize the rate

and ratio of inappropriate and unnecessary health care services in the public and private sectors and stress the use

of appropriate high‐quality health care.20

The research findings indicated that more inappropriate prescriptions are written in the public sector than in the

private sector and the direct and indirect costs paid by patients form the largest share of costs for inappropriate

prescriptions. Inappropriate prescriptions are significantly related to the age, gender, supplementary insurance,

education, and physician specialty. One of the most important causes of the inappropriate MRI prescriptions was

found to be the lack of official clinical guidelines issued by the Ministry of Health and Medical Education.
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The development of clinical guidelines based on scientific evidence, the provision of these guidelines to the

medical society by the policymakers, and the development of codes that require physicians to adhere to these

guidelines are necessary for reducing costs and providing effective services. The identification of frequent

appropriate and inappropriate prescriptions using clinical guidelines by the current study can direct policymakers

and top management of diagnostic and treatment centers (especially insurance organizations) about how to control

and reduce costs.

The findings also revealed the importance of informing patients about the costs they will incur and involve them

in the selection of their primary insurance premiums (public sector) and supplementary insurance premiums (private

sector). This should prompt patients to be more careful about the physician prescriptions and avoid unnecessary

requests for inappropriate prescriptions.
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